
 

Hudson Church Epistle 

Monday, December 21, 2020  

Hello Church!  

             “Weeping may endure for a night, but joy cometh in the morning.” Psalm 30:5b, King 

James Version.  Today, the spin of our earth makes our point of view halfway between the 

equator and the North pole our shortest day and our longest night. This morning sitting with 

Christmas lights and all four Advent candles lit, I felt both peace and joy. This year we have a 

valence of colored mini lights in our bay window. To see them in the morning, the drapes must 

be open. This also reveals a dark so dark I cannot see the E.P. Rock baseball diamond across the 

street. In the corner of my couch looking through Christmas lights and out the window, I 

experienced hygge, a combined sense of peace and joy.  

Hygge is a Norwegian-Danish common noun that does not have an exact equivalent word 

in American English. The closest we come are descriptive words like cozy, warm in the cold, 

comforting. But hygge also includes a sense of deep joy in daily living. Hygge is the warming 

house at the skating rink with a local grandparent inside gently watching over grade school 

skaters. Hygge is walking in the front door and smelling a favorite soup on the stove. Hygge is 

sitting still in a room lit with Christmas lights and candles, both music and conversation optional 

but not required.   

Sitting this morning, I thought of my late mother. Yesterday my lifelong friend, Cheryl, 

posted a picture on Facebook of three of the hundreds of Christmas stockings my mom knit 

between 1980 when she first became a grandmother and her death in 2004. Right now, two of 

them hang in my living room, mine in classic red with green and white trim and John’s in neon 

green with neon pink and white trim. Mom laughed so hard at my look when she first gave John 

his! She stuck me with ugly for every Christmas for the rest of my life! On purpose! And yet 

now, her gift to him brings me great hygge every year as I think of her laughing and plan to fill 

that sock so he too laughs. 

Hygge is all around, more so than angels. As a Bible lover, hygge is described for me in 

this phase from Psalm 30:5b: “. . . weeping may endure for a night, but joy cometh in the 

morning.”  

Joy in the Morning (1963) was one of my mom’s favorite novels. Betty Smith chose her 

title from this verse in the King James Bible, at least it is printed in the overleaf of Mom’s copy 

of the book now shelved in my studio. Joy in the Morning tells the story of Annie McGairy and 

Carl Brown’s first year of marriage in 1927. Honestly, the only chapter which sticks for me is 

Annie making gingham curtains out of old skirts as she used string for her curtain rods. Annie’s 

joy at making her shabby rental a home with those curtains is pure hygge.  

If we were to write a book about this year of our lives and title it Joy in the Morning 

(2020), what scene like Annie’s curtain making would inspire your readers to create joy in their 



homes in trying circumstances? Even if you weep through this longest night, what joy will there 

be tomorrow morning as sunlight grows again?  

 

 

 

 

The story you would tell is most likely not about making curtains out of old skirts and 

hanging them on string for a curtain rod. But one would hope that like King David as he wrote 

Psalm 30, you would say something about joy first arriving when the hard time was almost 

passed and gone. 

A little later in the morning, I watched YouTube, looking particularly at favorite channel 

titles because content matching titles is something I need to think about for improving our 

worship podcasts. As I kept checking various titles that read like sermon titles, the YouTube 

algorithms popped up a new to me vlogger, Mental Health Momma. Her specific video was 

“HOW TO CLEAN WHEN YOU'RE DEPRESSED | Realistic Tips & Advice | Clean with me 

2019.” Depression and cleaning have always been commonly well-linked themes in homemaking 

literature. I was curious to see what was on the link. 

Mental Health Momma was gently honest in her vlog about the link between her 

diagnosed clinical depression and keeping her home tidy while caring for her toddler. She spoke 

about setting priorities and being willing to be less than perfect. She spoke about struggling 

while the depression had passed just enough to allow her to come home after a few weeks in the 

hospital. For her, the essentials of simple self-care, doing the dishes and tidying her living room, 

brought an outside calm that supported her desire for an inside calm; the sweet spot where deep 

joy meets heartfelt peace.  

Mental Health Momma, Smith’s character Annie, and even King David as he first wrote 

Psalm 30 all shared with us as readers is the reality that joy does come in the morning after we 

face a hard night. This is even true when night, in reality, takes weeks and weeks, months and 

months, or even a life-time grief you learn to accommodate to live your daily life. Joy comes 

with the weeping and leads to the Mona Lisa smile. Joy comes as we prayerfully face the 

struggle. Joy comes in a moment of hygge when your coffee is fresh, the neon green Christmas 

sock in pride of place, and you meet God in prayer in cheered with Christmas lights. 

These last few days before Christmas in this our COVID year, my prayer for us all is that 

we may know joy in both heart and home. I do hope you will join me in that prayer for each 

other. 

“Joy to the world. . .. Prepare him room!” 

rev dawn 

 


